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Turkeys in Ancient Southwestern Pueblos 
  

 

 

Setting the Stage Activity – Answer the Essential Question! 
What was the importance of the turkey to ancient pueblo 

people?  

 
Projecting  the picture of the wild turkeys from the first slide of the 

PowerPoint,  direct students to answer the essential question In their 

notebooks as a quick-write or journal entry.   

 

Discuss answers and ask for student knowledge about turkeys – most 

students will relate turkeys to Thanksgiving.  The most common answer 

would usually be that turkeys are a food source.  

 

Introduction  to  New Material:  
 
Day One:  Vocabulary 

As there is some turkey-specific as well as pueblo and archaeological 

vocabulary which students are unlikely to know, becoming familiar with 

the  terminology is an important introduction to this lesson.   Included in 

this section is: 

 A glossary of vocabulary terms and definitions 

 Word cards 

 Crossword puzzle 

 

Pass out a glossary page and a set of word cards to each of your table 

groups.  Students will become familiar with the vocabulary by spending 

about  fifteen minutes to work with their partners to group  the words 

into categories.  Teacher will ask groups to report back and compare 

how and why students classified different words.  Common categories 

might include:  archaeological terms, Native American or  pueblo terms, 

terms relating to turkeys or agriculture.  

 

Allow students to work together to complete the crossword puzzles, and 

use them to study the terms.  This could be a formative assessment 

grade.   

 

To shorten this lesson by a day, assign the crossword puzzle as 

homework. 

 

 

Materials 
 Printed and laminated 

PowerPoint slides #5-29  (only 
one copy of each)   for group 
table stations 

 Individual student copies of 
document analysis sheet,  
crossword puzzle,  Slide 3, 
assessment, and rubric 

 Group sets of vocabulary 
cards and glossary page. 

 

Common Core Standards for 
Literacy in History/Social Studies 
6-12:  
RH1,  RH2, RH4,  RH7,  RH8, RH9 
 

New Mexico Grade 5-8 
Benchmark I-D Skills-
Performance Standards 
1D-1, 2A-2, 2B1-2, 2D-1, 2E-1, 2F-1 
 

Expected Time:  3 days 

Vocabulary: 
Domesticate Pueblo 
Wattle  Basalt 
Petroglyph Ceremonial 
Awl  Kiva 
Husbandry Ochre 
Archaeology Excavation 
Artifacts  Molt 
Fletching Hypothesis 
Fracture  Genetic 
Crop  Amaranth 
Aviary  Indigenous 
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Days Two-Three:  Primary or Secondary Source? 
Pass out copies of Slide 3, “Primary Source- Kuaua Excavation Field Notes,”  to each student.    

Explain that these primary source notes are the daily written reports of the archaeologists who 

actually did the excavation at Kuaua Pueblo in Bernalillo, New Mexico.    

 
Review the difference between a primary source and a secondary source.  Focus on the idea that for 

a primary source, the person who created this document was an eyewitness to the event, while the 

secondary source is one in which the artist/writer was using someone else’s story to create their 

document.   For example, the photographer of Slide 5, wild turkey photo, actually saw the turkeys 

that he photographed, as the archaeologist who wrote these field notes was an eyewitness  of the 

excavation.  Explain that if we write about it, that we would be a secondary source, as we were not 

actually there and did not see the excavation occur. 

 

Individual Practice – Close Reading and Document Analysis 

Ask students to practice close reading skills by marking this sheet, and especially ask them to 

underline any reference to turkeys.  Ask students to read aloud the underlined sections that relate 

to turkeys in the ancient pueblos.     

 

Project the next slide, “Facts & Opinions About the Excavation.”   Ask volunteers to read each point, 

one at a time, and decide as a class whether that point is a fact or an opinion.  (As needed, reteach 

the definition of each.)  Ask students why they came to that conclusion.   

 

Pass out copies of the graphic organizer, “Turkeys in Ancient Pueblos - Document Analysis.”  Each 

student should have one which they will complete.  This graphic organizer is included in the rubric 

evaluation.  Ask students to complete the SOAPS section of the document analysis by examining the 

“Primary Source - Kuaua Excavation Field Notes” again and completing each section for the source, 

occasion, audience, purpose, and significance.   Review together and discuss. 

 

Group Practice – Rotate Through  Document Stations 

In color, print one full sized copy of each slide, slides 5-30  of the PowerPoint, “Turkeys in Ancient 

Southwestern Pueblos,”  using  the document letters  A-J to keep associated documents together.  

Each letter will be assigned to a station.  Divide students into ten groups.  Create ten stations for 

students to rotate through, with one topic located at each station.  

 

Students will rotate through the tables, spending about five minutes at each table in order to read, 

make notes and quotations, and jot down questions on their Document Analysis graphic organizer 

as they go through the stations.   

 

Documents that will go on each station: 

 

A.  Wild Turkeys      G. Southwest Turkey Husbandry 

B. Turkey Petroglyphs     H. Turkey Food 

C. Turkey Bone Flutes     I.  Turkey Pens 

D. Turkey Bone Tools     J.  Turkey Eggs 

E. Turkey Feathers        

F. Origin of Pueblo Turkeys      
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At the last station, each group will then make a color sketch on the “Illustration”  section of their 

graphic organizer.  This is the document that each group will present to the class.  As students 

explain information and lead discussion about their document, the teacher should project that slide 

so the class can see it and take notes in their notebooks about important facts for each document.  

 

As each group discusses their slides, have them add to the list of uses for turkeys in ancient 

southwestern pueblos, and why they think that is an important addition to the list.  At the end of the 

discussion, the list should look something like: 

 

Station A – Wild Turkeys:   background information – no additional uses suggested other than food 

Station B -  Turkey Petroglyphs:  Possible ceremonial references  

Station C – Turkey Bone Flutes:  Bones used to create flutes for ceremonies, hunting and music 

Station D – Turkey Bone Tools -  Bones used to create awls for tools to weave, make holes 

Station E -  Turkey Feathers – Used to make blankets for warmth, fletching for arrows 

Station F -  Origin of Pueblo Turkeys – Indication of domestication for feathers, not food 

Station G – Southwest Turkey Husbandry – healing of turkeys indicates importance other than food 

Station H – Turkey Food – fed precious corn 

Station I – Turkey Pens – kept penned within the pueblo, lots of work 

Station J – Turkey Eggs – albumen used for ceremonial paints as well as food 

 

Day Four:   Summative Assessment 
Pass out individual copies  of  Turkeys in Ancient Pueblos – Assessment and the rubric.   On the 
board, project  slide # 31, Archaeological Evidence for Turkey Use.   Read the question aloud from 
their assignment sheet, and before allowing students to begin, review the assessment tool which will 
be used to evaluate students.  The teacher should emphasize the use of evidence from the primary 
and secondary source documents which must be included.  Rubric is used to evaluate the writing.   

 
 

Modifications: 
Shorten the Lesson:   
Assign the vocabulary as homework, giving students the glossary sheets and the crossword puzzle 

to do at home.   

 

ELL or limited ELA students:   
Suggested strategies include read with a partner, participation in  group discussion, oral instead of 

written assessment,  shortening  writing assignment as appropriate, and alteration of the rubric  as 

suggested by teacher’s knowledge of the student and/or in accordance with an IEP. 

 

Gifted students: 
Modify by allowing students to investigate articles from the resource reading listed at the end of the 

lesson. 
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